
FIRMWARE

General information
The camera possesses programmable devices, which are working with some firmware packages. New 
cameras were programmed with all needed firmware packages and will not need any update.

For customized firmware or additional features the camera offers the possibility to update the firmware. 
The procedure of updating depends on the firmware package.

Microcontroller firmware

The microcontroller works with 2 programs, the bootloader and the application program. 

The bootloader is the basic program of the microcontroller, which ensures some basic functions (e.g. 
communication, loading application program) and cannot be changed or updated.  In standard use of the 
camera  it  will  never  work  in  the  bootloader  program.  It’s  only  used  for  updating  the  application 
program.

The  application  program  is  the  active  microcontroller  program  in  the  camera,  which  supports 
communication, data handling and FPGA program updates. 

See description of update procedure in chapter “Firmware update procedure”.

FPGA firmware

The camera logic is integrated into one (EoSens CL and EoSens GE) or two (EoSens 3CL) FPGA’s 
(Field  Programmable  Gate  Array), which’s configuration is stored in EEPROM’s. Upon power up or 
reset the FPGA’s are loaded with this configuration. Configuration data can be downloaded via the 
serial  interface.  Mikrotron  may  provide  configuration  files  (*.ibf)  on  request.  After  download  of 
configuration data, this data is permanently stored in EEPROM and the FPGA is configured with the 
new data. Besides a power cycle or the  :c command can be used to reconfigure the FPGA with the 
internally stored configuration data.

See description of update procedure in chapter “Firmware update procedure”.
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EoSens Firmware

Firmware update procedure
Before beginning with  the update  procedure  be sure to  have  the latest  MC ControlTool.  It  can  be 
downloaded from our homepage  www.mikrotron.de.

The  EoSens firmware  consists  of  two  (EoSens CL and  EoSens GE)  or  three  (EoSens 3CL)  files. 
Mikrotron  always  provides  these  files  as  one  package.  Be sure  to  always  update  all  two or  three 
firmwares. Do not mix firmwares of different packages. Before you begin please ensure that you have 
the adequate application firmwares to load. The files may be packed in a .zip file and you have to unzip 
them first.

For EoSens CL you need the following files:
- µController..……...... MC1362M622Axxx.ibf
- FPGA....................... MC136xM651Fxxx.ibf

For EoSens GE you need the following files:
- µController..……...... MC1364M626Axxx.ibf
- FPGA....................... MC136xM651Fxxx.ibf

For EoSens 3CL you need the following files:
- µController..……...... MC301xM718Axxx.ibf
- Sensor FPGA........... MC301xM713Fxxx.ibf
- CameraLink FPGA... MC301xM718Gxxx.ibf

The last ‘xxx’ represents the version number. For example ‘116’ is version number ‘1.16’.


Once started YOU CANNOT UNDO THIS COMMAND.

Also note that your saved power up and user profiles will be overwritten with standard 
profiles.

 Start camera control tool and select  “EoSens” camera. Wait until the info screen 
displays serial no. and firmware version.

 Select in menu “Tools” - “Update camera”:
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EoSens Firmware

 In the drop down menu „Mode“ select the desired device to update:

 Click “Select file” and choose the appropriate file (see above):

 Click “Send” and the file transfer will start immediately:

 While loading the camera LED will blink red:


Upload of *.ibf files via serial link takes several minutes depending on the used baudrate. 
There should be no loss of power or communication during this time! Also no other activity 
should be made on the PC while doing the upload.
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EoSens Firmware

 Wait until  file transfer  has finished and the camera status LED stays  on.  If  the upload was 
successful, the LED will turn to green, otherwise it will be red.

 

 If  the update was successful you can proceed with the next  firmware.  Otherwise check the 
troubleshooting in the next chapter. Repeat these steps for sensor FPGA and CameraLink FPGA 
by choosing the „Mode“ in the drop down menu.

 After  all  modules  have been updated verify the versions  in  “EoSens” info screen.  The new 
firmware version will be displayed. If the version is identical to the expected the camera is ready 
to use for capturing images. 
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EoSens Firmware

Firmware update troubleshooting
If the update procedure was not successful the camera should be powered off and on and the control tool 
should be restarted. There are two possible errors. When repeating the update the baudrate should be left 
at 9600.

1. Possible error: The microcontroller was not loaded successful and the camera has only it’s 
bootloader active. The camera confirms this with 1x red blink after power up. In the camera 
connect window ‘Bootloader’ will appear instead of the camera name:

Solution:  Connect  to  the  camera  and  the  tool  will  automatically  start  with  the  “Update 
µController” dialog. Start the microcontroller update as described above. After successful update 
close the dialog and the tool will restart with the connect dialog showing the camera.
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EoSens Firmware

2. Possible error: One of the FPGA programs were not loaded successful. The camera confirms 
this with 3x red blink after power up. The ‘Info’ tab of the control tool shows ‘F0.00’ or ‘G0.00’. 

 Solution: In this case just repeat the ‘Update FPGA firmware’ procedure.
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